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I. Apply for an iPress ID / log in
 Register an account
Click “Login” at the upper right corner on the iPress homepage (http://www.ipress.tw) and start the
registration process. Enter the registration information in the registration page, and the system will
lead you through the process and send a confirmation letter to the mailbox you just entered for
registration.

1. Enter the registration information. ※Use the most commonly used mailbox as the iPress ID.

2. Collect the letter at the mailbox entered, click “confirm” and log in again.
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 Forget password
If you forget the password, just enter the mailbox you registered with at the beginning and the
system will send a forget password letter asking to reconfirm the iPress ID.
1. Click Forget your password? in the login area.

2. Enter you iPress ID you registered (the mailbox you registered with).

3. Collect the forget password letter in the mailbox and log in with the new password.
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II. My account settings
As you log in, you may check your name and iPress ID at the upper corner of the screen and edit your
personal settings.

 Enter personal information
For the protection of your interests and the convenience of invitation for submission or review, please
provide as much personal information as possible.
1. Enter your education and experience. Complete entry of specialties makes it easier to locate you for
invitation for review.

2.

You may make your personal information public to the extent that you are comfortable with. Fully
public information will be made accessible to the journals on the entire platform. On the other hand,
semi-public information allows only the access to the journals authorized by you. (See My Journals)

Who can see this?:

Everyone:

Trusted parties Only:

Choose how much you want to show your
information to the public or make the
information accessible only to the
authorized journals.
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 My Journals
Search for the journals that you are following and have authorized, and check your relationship with these
journals in other notes.

If a journal is authorized, the editors of
the journal are given the access to view
your semi-public information.

 Preferences
Default language: choose the preferred language for the interface and the system notification.

 The most relevant author information
This is where the information of author or co-authors is stored. It allows introducing the author
information quickly to submission and makes the submission process go faster.
1.If you enter an author’s iPress ID in the default information and introduce to the author field in
the submission information, that author will be allowed to track the current status of manuscript
together.
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III. Start submitting
 General submission
There are three ways to establish a manuscript in the system and you may submit a manuscript
based on your needs.
【1】
Search for the desired journal in the search field above the journal list on the iPress homepage.

【2】
Select a journal in the journal list on the iPress homepage.
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【3】
In the Contributor area click “Submit New Manuscript” and select “Recently Submitted” or
“Following” to submit your manuscript.
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 Invitation for submission
If a journal invites you for a submission, an invitation notification will be sent to your mailbox.
Check the invitation subject in the letter and click the link to reply the invitation.

Also, you may click “invitation request” in the author area of the system and view the subject and
description of the invited submission provided by the journal. Click “accept” to start the submission
process. If you choose to decline, please explain why.
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IV. Submission steps
Authors are requested to submit a manuscript according to the following steps. The manuscript can
be saved manually during the process, or the manuscript will be saved automatically every 5
minutes.

Step 1. 【Set language and manuscript category】The required fields are marked with an
“*”
Select the language for the manuscript and the type of manuscript.
1.If a manuscript submitted is bilingual, click “add a another language” after setting the primary
language.
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Step 2. 【Basic information】The required fields are marked with an “*”
Enter the basic information of the manuscript in the system fields as instructed (title, abstract,
keywords, discipline).
1.The fields marked with an * in the front are required. The information has to be provided before
the next step.
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Step 3. 【Author and funding information】The required fields are marked with an “*”
（1） Enter the basic information of author(s) (name, contact information and the institute he/she
works for) and assign a corresponding author;
（2）Enter the information of funding agency(ies).



Introduce user information

You may enter the information of an author and click
When you submit a manuscript in the future, just click

to save as Most relevant authors.
and the author data will be brought in.

（To edit: My iPress ID – Most relevant authors）


Authorize co-tracking

When the Authorize co-tracking is clicked, a dialogue box pops up to ask for the author’s iPress ID.
Enter the iPress ID and click YES to give that author the access to follow the process of manuscript
and receive system notification letters.
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Step 4. 【Reference completeness check】
The system provides a value-added function of reference completeness check. It helps authors to
check automatically whether the referenced literature is incorrect and whether that literature has a
DOI number and add that DOI for the author.
1.The reference check examines the contents of the reference. With the colors marked (note), authors
are allowed to check if there is a missing reference and whether the reference is correct.
Note:
Blue background／texts = author’s name; red background／texts = title; green background／
texts = journal name;
Orange background／texts = year of publication; purple background／texts = volume
number; brown background／texts = page number.
2.Browse other results by clicking “+Show more+” at the lower right corner of every piece of result,
and select the correct data.
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Step 5. 【Cover letter and reviewers recommended】
If the journal asks for a cover letter and preferred reviewer(s) (or non-preferred reviewer(s)), this is
where the content is entered or file uploaded.
1. Enter the content of cover letter, or upload the file of cover letter. ※Only one file can be
uploaded.

2. Enter the preferred reviewer(s) (the list of people you wish to review the manuscript)

3.Enter the non-preferred reviewer(s) (the list of people you do not want to review the manuscript)
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Step 6. 【Files and attachments】The required fields are marked with an “*”
（1）Upload the main document: The file size is limited to 25MB or less. There is no limit for file
format. Once the main document is uploaded, it can only be replaced but not deleted.
（2）Upload attachment(s) (figures, tables, supplementary files): The file size is limited to 25MB or
less. There is no limit for file format.
（3）Upload the Requirement Documents: These files have to be uploaded before the next step.

Step 7. 【Confirm the submitted manuscript】
View the entries made in previous steps. Click Submit to send out the manuscript.
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V. Modify the manuscript
 Manuscript rejected at preliminary review
If the manuscript is rejected at format check or content check after submission, the system will issue a
notification that “the manuscript is rejected at content review and resubmission is required after
modification.” You may click the link in the letter to start modification or log in and modify the manuscript
in the system.
【1】 Upon receiving the modification letter, click the hyperlink enclosed in the letter to reply whether to
modify the manuscript.

Click the link and log in. Go to the
manuscript detail page and reply.

【2】Go to the Contributor area → Pending format check to view the list of manuscripts to be replied and
modified.
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Click the manuscript to be modified and go to the manuscript detail page and reply the manuscript
modification.

Once the author agrees to modify, he/she can go to the submission steps and start the modification;
if he/she choose to decline, the reason why must be provided and the manuscript will be marked as
a static manuscript. (See Static Manuscripts)
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 Manuscript decision modification
If the editorial team’s decision on a manuscript is to modify for verification or modify and accept, the system
will issue a “manuscript modification notification.”You may click the link in the letter and start modifying or
log in the system and modify.
【1】Upon receiving the modification letter, click the hyperlink enclosed in the letter to reply whether to
modify the manuscript.

Click the link and log in. Go to the
manuscript detail page and reply.

【2】Go to the author’s area → Pending revision →manuscripts to be verified to view the list of manuscripts
to be replied and modified.
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Click the manuscript to be modified and go to the manuscript detail page and reply the manuscript
modification.
1.The detail page shows all the review comments for the current and previous versions. The author
may reply to modify or not at the bottom. If the author chooses to decline, the manuscript will be
marked as a static manuscript. (See Static Manuscripts)
※The manuscript can no longer be edited if you choose to decline to modify.
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2.When replying to modify, the system goes to the submission steps and the manuscript
modification starts. The author may view the main document submitted in the submission steps.

3.The author is allowed to appeal under the reviewers’ comments and editorial explanation of
decision.
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 Static manuscripts
When a manuscript is rejected by the editorial team or the author declines to modify, the manuscript
will be marked as a “static manuscript” for users’ viewing since the manuscript is not going to the
next step.
1. To view a static manuscript, go to author’s area→ all manuscripts → static manuscripts

2. You may view why a manuscript is marked as static with details.
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VI. Proofreading
 Proofreading
1. Click “manuscript to be proofread by author” in the author’s area to view the manuscript to be
replied for proofreading.

2. As the manuscript to be proofread is selected, go to the manuscript detail page to read the editors’
notes and the name of document to be submitted. There is the proofreading history at the top as the
reference for proofreading.

Last proofreading
result.

Proofreading notes this time

Author can download the file to be proofread,
modify it and upload to the proofread file by
author.

The document required to be submitted, if
any, shall be uploaded for submission.
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VII.

Published manuscript

 View a published article
Click “published manuscripts”in theauthor’s area to view the manuscript a journal decides to
publish and the volume in which it will be published.
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VIII. Other
 Edit authorization to view
To allow other authors to follow the progress of manuscript and receive notifications from the
system, click on the “view administrative right” at the header of article and enter the iPressID of
the author(s). To remove, click on remove authorization to cancel the authorization to co-track of
the author(s).
(To add authors in the submission for authorization to view, see Authorize co-tracking)
1.Click on the Authorize to View at the header of the article detail page.

2. Enter the iPress ID to authorize the owner to view the details of the manuscript.
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 Change the author
If a manuscript is to be transferred after the submission procedure is completed, you may click on
Change behind the author at the header of article, and the author transfer page will show up. Enter
the iPress ID of the author to transfer to and explain why. The transfer is done when the recipient
author accepts it.
1. Click the manuscript detail page and the “Change” button behind the author in the detail page.

2. Read the transfer description, click on OK, enter the iPress ID of the author to transfer to, and
wait for reply. The manuscript will be transferred to that author automatically as soon as he/she
accepts.
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If you are the author to whom a manuscript is transferred, you may go to author’s area ==>pending
manuscripts to view the manuscript to be transferred. View the reason of transfer and reply whether
to accept the transfer.

Here is the transfer description by
the transferring author
Reply here to accept
the transfer or not.
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